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What?
What is the reason some orchestras play with great intonation and correct rhythms but never “make
music”?

Why?
Too Much Early Emphasis on Left Hand / Too Little on Right Hand
Rosin Build-up on Instrument / Strings: Rough Sound; Strings Will Not Vibrate Properly
Old, Brittle, or Lack of Bow Hair
Lack of Rosin / Incorrect Application of Rosin
Incorrect Instrument Size / Angle / Bow Hold
Incorrect Bow Path
Rigid Right Hand Fingers, Wrist, Arm
Lack of Correct Bow Division, Speed, Placement, Sound Point
Incorrect Bowing Style for Music

How?
Tone Quality
Bowing Articulations
Dynamic Palette Rhythmic Accuracy
Bowing Styles
Sound Production
Instrument / Bow Care
Teach care of the instrument and bow at the first lesson
• Do not touch the hair of the bow against your fingers, face, hair, or other surfaces.
• Be careful when handling the bow. It is fragile and can be damaged if dropped or struck.
• Remove the bow and place it on the music stand before unpacking the instrument.
• Before playing, tighten the bow hair with the adjusting screw. The tension of the hair should
allow a pencil to pass between it and the stick.
• Wipe all rosin from the instrument / strings before packing.
• Place the bow in the case tip first after packing the instrument.
Rehair bow when necessary; hair is brittle, will not hold rosin; full spread of hair across ferrule
Rosin Application
Use rosin appropriate to instrument (lighter to heavier)
Rosin the bow before playing each time
Violin/Viola/Cello: Down and up three times
String Bass: Pull down only across rosin three times (Pops)
Instrument Size / Position
Instrument should be sized to the student
Violin / Viola: Correct Shoulder Support and Chin Rest
Instrument held parallel to floor; head held straight to avoid deep angle
Cello / String Bass: Correct end pin length
Cello: Distance from wrist to elbow
String Bass: Spread right hand as far as possible.
th
Distance from tip of thumb to tip of 4 finger.
Correct Seated/Standing Position
Cello: Bouts high enough so bow clears knees
String Bass: Right hand reaches comfortably below fingerboard
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Independent Development of the Bow Hold / Bow Path - Stroke / String Levels / Lifts
Establish correct bow path through right hand exercises

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Penny Push-ups
Balance a penny on the back of each hand with fingers pointed forward.
Allowing your wrists to bend, slowly move up and down, side to side (knee to knee), in opposite
directions, and in straight lines from your left shoulder to your right knee.
Ping-Pong
Hold a small ball in your right hand with your palm facing down.
Slowly bend your wrist upward and downward and side to side.
Bending at the wrist, wave at the teacher.
Keeping your knuckles facing forward, trace a straight line from your left shoulder to
your right knee. Your wrists will need to bend.
Keeping your palm facing down, trace a straight line from knee to knee.
Let your wrists bend.

Teach bow hold with pencil in “palm up” position
Violin / Viola Bow Hold on Pencil

Cello / String Bass Bow Hold on Pencil
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Develop flexible right wrist-and-finger motion through exercises
Bow Taps
• Hold a pencil vertically in your right hand using the proper bow hold.
• Tap one finger at a time in rhythm to the music.
• Begin with your fourth finger. Do not tap your thumb.
• Keep your fingers and thumb relaxed and curved.
Thumb Flex
• Hold a pencil vertically in your right hand using the proper bow hold.
• Flex your thumb in and out.
• Keep your fingers and thumb relaxed and curved.
• Finish with the thumb flexed outward.
Bow Motion Game
Violin / Viola
• Using the pencil bow hold, touch your bow thumb to your left shoulder.
• Now touch your bow thumb to your right knee (thigh if standing), following a straight line.
• Repeat.
Cello / String Bass
• Using the pencil bow hold, touch your thumb to your left knee.
• Move your thumb to your right knee in a straight line.
• Repeat.
Transfer hold to bow
Violin / Viola Bow Hold on Bow

Cello / String Bass Bow Hold on Bow
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Establish correct bow path and wrist-and-finger motion using tubes
Establish rhythmic pulse using tubes
Establish correct bow arm levels for common strings on open strings

Extend correct bow arm levels, rhythmic pulse, down and up bow starts
Bow Lifts
Violin / Viola
• Set the bow hold on your pencil.
• Rest the pencil on your left shoulder and then draw a straight line to touch your right knee.
• Lift your arm in an arch to land the pencil on your shoulder again.
• Repeat the entire process several times.
Cello / String Bass
• Set the bow hold on your pencil.
• Rest the pencil on your left knee and them draw a straight line to touch your right knee.
• Left your arm in an arch (about chest high) to land the pencil on your left knee again.
• Repeat the entire process several times.
Awareness and use of bow division

Beginning - Intermediate Bowing Articulations
Detache’ – most common bowing style; down and up; bow changes heard; “default” bowing
Legato – smooth, connected
Staccato – short, detached, stop the bow fully between notes
Hooked – slurred staccato; two or more notes played in the same direction with a stop between
them
Spiccato – controlled bouncing off the string; balance point; light or heavy (brush stroke); saucer
Accent – beginning a note with emphasis then releasing the arm weight
Reset – resetting (retaking) the bow back near the balance point before a short up bow
Martele’ – hammered stroke; weight in bow before stroke is pulled; slight pause in between notes
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Development of Dynamics / Tone Color Palette Using Tone Variables
Tone Variables

Dynamic
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Bow Placement
Bridge / Fingerboard Lower to Upper

Tone variables should be mixed and matched according to the musical and technical
demands of the music.
Decrescendo – achieved by moving from left to right in a tone variable
Crescendo – achieved by moving from right to left in a tone variable
Bow Speed and Rhythmic Accuracy
Use a metronome during technical development; move from very slow to desired tempo;
development of muscle memory
Faster note values: use more bow length and faster bow speed, not less
• Eliminates compression of rhythm
• Energizes the sound
• Expends tension caused by “stage fright”
Bowing Styles
Bowing styles are a function of a particular composer and the musical time period in which the
piece was written. Articulation marks (dots, tenuto lines, etc) are often not provided, but have come
to be understood by those who study the musical context of the time. For instance, a dot over a
note may be played either on or off the string, depending upon the musical time period, composer,
or desired musical effect. It is of most importance to investigate the musical setting before
attempting to apply a particular style of bowing.
Baroque style: faster, running notes played detache’; slower value notes played martele’
Classical style: faster notes played spiccato; quarter notes played with a slight stop in between
two note slurs: second note played lighter and shorter than first
slur to spiccato: lift the bow at end of slur to transition to spiccato
syncopation: all notes separated; emphasize the longer note
Romantic style: greater use of dynamic palette / tone variables
special bowings for musical effect (loure’, sautille’, sul tasto, advanced spicc)
pronation and supination of the bow
extreme variance of bow speeds; long, sustained phrases
variation of vibrato intensity and speed
Advanced Techniques
Tone Production Exercise
This exercise develops an intense, “in-the-string,” mature sound that really projects for slow, legato
playing. It also develops the sound in the often-neglected area near the bridge, necessary for
playing with a full, rich tone while in the upper left-hand positions.
(continued)
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Place the bow as close to the bridge as possible. On the open D string, pull the bow stroke as
slowly as possible. The sound may be ugly and tend to “crack” until students begin to feel the
relationship between the bow speed, bow weight and bow placement. Set the metronome at a
slow tempo and strive to play as many beats as possible on each bow stroke. Play four strokes
on each string, encouraging students to focus the sound as they move from string to string. As
students master the tone production at this bow placement near the bridge, the bow speed should
become slower and slower. Add scale fingerings on each string for further development. Eventually,

work scale fingerings in the upper positions with the bow moving closer to the bridge as the notes
rise in pitch. This exercise is especially helpful for bassists whose tone is not focused.
Pronation and Supination
This exercise develops an expressive use of the bow stroke through the use of pronation and
supination. The object is to perform naturally opposing dynamic indications in any part of the bow.
Begin with down bows only. On the open D string, begin at the frog and pull a slow bow stroke
to the tip. As the bow progressing past the mid- point, slightly rotate the right hand so the arm
weight is continuously and evenly applied to the outside edge of the forefinger. The right elbow
should rise slightly. The wrist becomes quite deep as the bow nears the tip. Strive to keep an
even volume of sound.
Once the down bow tone is evenly developed, connect with the up bow. On the upward stroke,
retain the volume level in the upper part of the bow. As the bow progresses past the mid-point,
allow the elbow to rotate downward with the wrist returning to a flat position. Strive to keep an
even volume of sound.
Extend this technique to develop an effective down bow crescendo and an up bow decrescendo.
A faster bow speed will be needed past the mid-point on the down bow (coupled with the
pronation). A slower bow speed will be needed as the bow approaches the frog (coupled with
the supination).
The Infinite Bow
Legato bowing: the sound of bow changes are hidden
Wrist-and-finger motion
“U-turns” at each end of the bow; shape of an ellipse
Arm changes direction first, followed by wrist, then fingers
Keep bow speed the same at the changes
Loure’ (Portato) Bowing
A form of hooked bowing indicated with a line under the note head
Add a slight amount of additional weight with the first finger of the right hand
at the beginning of the indicated note
Speed can vary, but the bow should not be stopped
Subtle, expressive form of articulation; loo-loo
Spiccato
Various types of sound depending on where the bow is placed and the height of bounce
Lighter at balance point and towards middle
Heavier below the balance point
Lighter or heavier depends on musical context/period
Sautille’
Uncontrolled bouncing stroke; sustained by its own motion
Wrist-and-finger motion
Drop right elbow a bit
Each bow has its own bounce personality; find the “sweet spot”
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